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Voter Fraud Debate Recently, the Republican Party has gone from one

extreme to the other when it comes to claims of voter fraud. These
claims are only coming from the Republican side, which is more rare
than not, but when the politician is either a presidential candidate or
the party nominee, this kind of rhetoric can cause discomfort among
supporters, or even outright division. The perception of voters being
taken advantage of is a problem, but is there really a problem? Ask
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any election official, state by state, and they will tell you they are
unable to document any widespread fraud. While there are plenty of
voter ID laws that are either unnecessary or unconstitutional, they do

protect the integrity of the election. However, there are also
examples of voter suppression. The most common example is the
voter purging, or “caging”, which refers to the practice of polling

officials not providing you with updated registration information as
you move to new locations. A more sinister situation in which a

portion of the population is being targeted for electoral fraud is the
“Golden State Project,” which was
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Ruby prompt for input I'm trying to make a simple little code that ask
a user for three different input and then compare them. The problem
is that it runs without error but doesn't do the comparisons at all. def

choice #asks the user for a choice of three options choice =
gets.chomp puts "What would you like to do?" p1 = gets.chomp p2 =

gets.chomp p3 = gets.chomp if p1 == p2 && p2 == p3 puts "You
chose the same three times" elif p1!= p2 && p2!= p3 puts "You chose
different three times" else puts "You chose the same three times" end

end choice A: You are not using the functions gets.chomp and
gets.chomp, only a string copy of those functions: def choice #asks

the user for a choice of three options choice = gets.chomp puts "What
would you like to do?" p1 = gets.chomp p2 = gets.chomp p3 =

gets.chomp if p1 == p2 && p2 == p3 puts "You chose the same three
times" elif p1!= p2 && p2!= p3 puts "You chose different three times"
else puts "You chose the same three times" end The variables p1, p2
and p3 are copies of the results of calling gets.chomp. Therefore you
are not testing your comparison, so you shouldn't expect it to work.

You should use the variables p1, p2 and p3 directly, as in: p1 =
gets.chomp p2 = gets.chomp p3 = gets.chomp if p1 == p2 && p2 ==

p3 puts "You chose the same three times" elif p1!= p2 &&
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